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In the Prussian regulations for reinforced -concrete 
jn building ,construction, the foU.)wing is worthy of 
notic'e in regard to working stresses:-

In th~ members 1'!ubjected t o bending, the c'ompres
'!live stress in the ·concrete shall not exceed lorre-fifth of 
.~ts ultimate resistance; the, ten1'!ile and c'.)mpressive 
stresses in the steel shall not exceed 17,000 pounds per 

square inch. 

The following loads .shall be provided for:-
a. For structural parts subjected to moderate im

pad the s um of the live and dead · loads. 
j. b. F.)r parts s'ubject to higher impact or widely 

varying loads; the dead loads added to one 
and one half times the live load. 

c. For parts su15ject to heavy 1'!hocks ; the dead load 
added to twice the Jive load . . 

In If'vlumns the concrete shall not be stressed above 
"(me-tenth of its breaking strength, and in computing the 
steel r einforcing for column flexure a fa'ctor of: safety of 
five shall' be provided. , . 

The shear~ng stress in the concrete shall not exceed . . . 
64 p'.)unds per square inch. 

If greater shearing resistance is s'hown, the shearing 
stress shall not exceed 'one-fifth of the ultimate resist
{IDee. 

! 
The adhesive stresses slhal[ not exceed the allowable 

shearing stress. 

THe coeffieient of elasticity of. the steel shall be taken 
as fifteen times that of the concrete, unless another 
rativ be shown . . 

For the c'omputation of columns for flexure Euler's 
formula Sihall be u!'led wh~n the height exceeds e,ighte'en 
times the least diameter. . , ,} 

", ... 
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The equation for locating the neutral axis in a recto 
angulfar beam when expressed by the symbols adopted 
in this paper for the sake of comparison is:-

x=E.P {. ( l-~ -1 } 
E c V pEs 

For 'obtaining the maximum intensity ' of stress on 
the 'extreme fibres in compression:r-

c= ~~ (1l-~) 
and for the maximum intensity of stress in the metal 
reinforcement :-

f M 

Fore tee-formed sections, 1'Iuch as sh'uwn in Fig. 24, 
the equations remain the same if the neu'tral axis lies 
in the flange or at the junction of the flange with the 
web. 

f-- ----6- - -- -. f--C-. 

~ d. 
I 

1& 
I 

I Fig, 24. 

I~ the neutral axis passes through the w.eb, the slight 
compress~ve stresses in the web may be neglected, and 
we have approximately 

x= (It-a) 1lfi +! bd2 

bd +nj. 

+ d+ d 2 ,_ Y X - _ 
2 . ,,6(2 x -4) 

The maximum stress in the 8~eel iII:-
. M 
ps-.!.Ch-a- x +y) 
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r The maximum stre.ss in the concrete is:- • 

c-=P. x ~ 
n(lt -a -x) 

In applyfug the 'foregoing results t o the practical de-
sign '.)f reinforced Iconcrete beams, we may consider the 

curve 'of' str S!3 on the compression side of the neutral 
axis, to be r epresented approximately by a 1'!traight 
line, and for the sake of safety we may neglect the t en· 
sile strength of the concrete. 
, The -substituti'.)n ,of a straight line for the parabola 
will give the compressive stress at the extreme fibre 
about 10 per cent. too great for working stresses, and 
about 25 per cent. too great for the breaking stress. 
From these C'.)nsiderations the following working 
stresses and approximate equations a re recommended:
The extreme fibre stress in compression = 1000 poundi;!-

per square inch. 
The stt.earing stress in compressi'.)n = 100 pounds per 

square inch. 
The direct compression str ess = 500 pounds per square 

inch. 
'rhe tensHe stress in the steel reinforcement = 16000 

pounds per -square inch. , 
'fhe compressjve stress iI;l the steel reinforcement = 

I 
12000 per square inch. . 

'iI'h'e -shearing 'Stress in the steel reinforcement = 10000 
pounds per squ'are inch. '. 

N.o te~sile resistance must be taken f.>r the concrete. 
The ratio:- . 

.. 
E. = 15 
Ee 
- , I 

' " 1; 
J j_ -~ .. i'" - -~- - . - -, 

I I 
I 

·0,0 0 ~ --,--- --' !, 

....... . .~ 
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The equations become:

~x =jP (1) 
2 

l=~: (u: ~J (2) 

~ = ~ (3 u; x) (3) 

x = f P·E· + 2 u P E. - P E s (4) .v Ec' Ec E c-
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To find the area of the steel reinforcement in a beam 
10 inches wide by 20 in-ches deep to carry a distributed 
load of 500 pounds per foot run on a span of 24 feet--=

Take , h 1..t = 18 in 'order to a llow sufficient concrete 
b~lo.w the steel ba:rs, so tha t u = 0.9. 

The bending m~ment 12,000 ~ 1!4 x 12 432000 in. lb . 

. :. M = 432000 = 108 
, bh' 4000 

M 1 (3U - x) _ = 6000 ___ P=108 
bh ~ ' 3 ' 

Take x = 0.4 as a first appr.oximati'.m, 
" '108 

Then P= 12266 = .0088 

, 'And the area of steel = 200 x .0088 = 1.76 sq. in. 
The value of x for p = .0088 fr om eq. (4) is .37. 

Hence M = 16000 ( 2.7 - .S7).OOR8= 109 
bh" 3 

We may use four bars each % in. diameWr. The com
pression on the extreme fibre will be approximately:-

·008S,., ' . 
c = 32000 - - = 161 Ibs . per sq. Ill. ·:17 ' 

To find the safe l'.)ad applied to the centre of a beam 
10 x 10 in. when support ed at points ' 10 feet apart; the 
area of the reinforc~ment is 1.8 ·sq. in. 
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In this casep = 0.018 and p2= 0.000324,u:: 0.85, ~:=15 
x = ./225 x 0.000324 + 25.5x 0.018 - 0.27 = 0.45 

• '. M = 16000 x 0.018 (2.55-;0.45)= 201.6 
bh2 

:. M = 201600 inch pounds 
and . 'IV = 6720 pounds. 

- -also -c = 1280 lbs. per sq. in. 

The actual bending moment which produced fracture 
was 604800 inch pounds, s 'o that the factor of safety is :-
,- 604800 = 3 

201600 
In tlljS example the percent age of reinforcement is 

high, and the compress ive 'stress de eloped in the con
crete exceeds the .safe limits recommended. A large 
number of beams, h'owever, reinforced ,to the same eX
t ent, and t ested tv destruction, dj,d not fail by comp es-
sion of the concrete. 

Prof, Talbot has derived equations whkh g-ive result13 . . 
'orresponding more nearly with those obtained in actual 

experiments by ~")llsidering the ratio, of the deforma tion 
in the extreme fibre in compression Undel' a given stress, 
to the deformation at the stress producing fracture; 
thus,. if the ratio is denoted by 9, we have the following 
formula fur the determinatiol,l of the peutral axis:-

x = 

Esp 
Ec - - -
I- f 

3 

'l'his gives the, position of the neutral axis after the 
tensile stress in th~' con-crete become negl'igible and be
fore the concrete reaches its utimate strength.. The 
value 'of x will vary -somewhat fOl: the range 'of g «;!on· 
sidered. 
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For q = I we have;-

x = (3p~S +~ ( "':'p )~ -: ~ pEs .v ftc 4 Me 2 Ec 

I .. I ~ 
I 
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which gives the position of the neutra l axis when the 
- ~ 

concrete is at the limit of its compressive strength. If 
q ==0, we obtain equati')n (4) based upon the stress -strain 
deformation as.sumed to be a straight line. 

n q, = 14 we have;-

x = (24p Es + 144 (p !!!.)2 _ 12 pEs 
.v 11 Ec 121 Ec 11 E e 

which gives t he position of the neutral ax!s for deforma
tions corresp')nding closely with those developed under 
working stresses. The compre~ive -stress in the ext reme 
fibre becomes:- . 

c~ 21P ( ~-~) 
x 'I-f 

~ 

:rhis equation also gives different values for different 
values 'of the ratio q thus:-

If q = 1 we have 
c 

~'PI = i 
x 

c 5 
Ifq=%; 2PI=7, 

x 
_ c_ 9 

If q = 1f2 ; 2 PI = 16 
- 11;- . 

_c_ 21 
If q =%; "'PI =22" . 

' - x-' - , 

c 

If q=O; '2P/=1 
x 
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If the beam is reinforced s',) that the extreme fibre 
stress in compression is within the safe working stress 
for the concrete used, the moment of resistance may be 
expres8ed in te'rms of t he percentage of steel reinforce
ment. 

-:;, =/P (3U; X) (3) 

MOMENT OF RESISTANCE OF T SECTIONS . 

. , E n~r Ii; 1::. ~ . ---- --~-* --, 
It-.-z ' 

.. ,I 

: --=- =- -:. -!-'iL =- _ (ah ; 

Fig. 27. 

Let p c = the total compressive strength in concrete 
" p c'= the compressive strain in the stem of the T 
'1 PclI.= the compressive sltress in the flange of the" 
." Ps = the t ensile stress in the steel 
" S = the' shearing stress in t he C'oncrete in pounds 

per square inch 
" a = the section~l area of the steel p'er inch width 

of the beam 
t.hen-

abj.=Pc=P. 
ab- Pc - p. " 
-j.-fs 

Let Sh = the total shear between the l'ib and flange 
along their plane of ·union 

" Sv = the total vertical shear on the two planes 2-3 
and 4-5 ~ 

Assume that s- ~ and also Pcll = Sh = Sv These 
8 

assumptions are Ion the safe s ide. 
It is ·clear that for equal strength in sh~ear b should 

be equal to 2 d ,.' i'!..; . ~ . .' __ j .. "' . ,,' 
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If I = the span 0 the beam in feet 

Sb = ~ x b x£ X 12= 3b SI 
2 2 

Sv=!i. x 2d x .!... x 12 = 6 d S! 
2 2 

h-a'- x_/.Ec 
x -Cij; 

21&3 

Sin-ce the -stress'-strain curve is a straight line in C':)m
pression 6-7, and Pc = the intensity of compressive 
stress on the pla ne 3-5 we have 

pc =~:. pc=e(x -d) 
e x x 

:.Pc' = 1?..(x -d)'J S 
2 X 

P c" = b'd (Pc+e) = b'ed (2x-d) 
2 2x 

Sh= 3bs!=Pc"= b'ed (2x -d) 
2x 

e 
s= 8 

:. Sb = ~ bel = b'ed (2x-d) 
8 2x 

'b'- 6blz 
•. - Sa (2x -d) 

p "_ -6blx • ed(2x - d) _ 3ble 
.. c - 8d(2x -d) x 2x -8 I 

be. 3ble p =P '+ P 1/= _ tx-d)2 + _ 
c c c 2x 8 

:.M_2~C/(X_d )+Pc" (x=- i) +P.(h-a' - x) 

M be (x - d )8+ b'ed (2x -d )2+.fsab (k-a' - x ) 
3x 4x 

Example-Let." h = 36 inches 
b' = 36 inches. 
b = 12 inchetl . 
a ' = 3' inches 

.:...J. d = 6 inches .. 

'. 
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. !£s = 15 
Ee 

c= 500 
}' = 16000 

s= 50 
ab= 7'5 square inches 

h-a'- x j. E • c 

x - c E. 

to.' • 

" . ," 

l 33-x = 16000 :. x =10'53 
•• x 500x 15 

M_12X500 (4'53)3 +36X500X6 (15'06)2 
• 31'59 42'12 

+ 16000 x 7'5 (22 '47) 
= 3,295,594 inch pounds. 

Floor oeams and girders of 'reinforced concrete are 
nearly always continu'ous 'over the supports. ~f they 
had everywhere an ~qual r esistance to flexure the 
stresses could be determined by the usual formula for 
'Calcu~ations of strength of mat erials. In other words, 
if L were the comm'vn length 'of the spans~ and w the 
uniformly distributed load per foot run, the bending 
moment would be:-

WV on supports. 
~ 12 

WV at the mid~le of the span. 
:l4 

But in most c'onstructi'vns the load bears only upon 
certain spans, and ' therefore the moment at a ~upport 

may be much lower than 1~ wV 'and much higher in 

1 
the centre than 24 WL2. 'Considere adopts as it safe 

m inimum at the supports -- so that the resist ance 
at tbe',centre must be 'b'~sed upon '3. bending m',)Vement of 
t wL~ 
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DESIGY OF REINFORCED CONCRETE COL MNS. 

The experiments described '.:>n various kinds of rein
forcement show a decided adyantage in ultimate crush
ing r esistance in the case of hooped concret e, but in 
regard to stiffness the hooped 'Concrete is less than in 
concrete reinf.:>rced with longit udinal ro~s, and t he con
crete without reinforcement is <stiffer than when rein
forced, although its ultima te strength is considera bl y 
less. Te spirals forming the hoops .ca. lnot act until the 
effect of the l ,mgitudinal stress causes the concrete to 
swell ia tera lly and press against the hoops. In the case 
of the reinforcement by longitudinal steel l:ods the 
column cannot be deformed without C'.)rresponding longi

tudinal deformations in the steel rods. The disadvant

ages of the longitudinal reinforcement due to the initial 
stress devel'.:>ped in consequence of the shrinkage of the 
c'oncrete ha.ve been considerd, a lso the increased ultim~te 
resistance of ho.oped concrete -compared with longitudinal 
r einforcement by means of steel r\)ds, but the practical 
advantages of the longitudinal reinforcement in con
necting the coillms to beams, as well as the increased 
stiffness obtained, s uggest that for square columns '.)f 
concrete the best reinforcement would b'e angle bars at 
the corners connected together on all four sides by, 
lattice bars, the latter acting in a similar manner tJ the 
steel' spirals. . 

For circular columns either, the angle bar should be 
a rranged at six or eight pqints in an inner circle without 
hooping, or they may be arranged ins ide a s piral ,of st eel 
wire. In the case 'of the circlliar column hooped by 
l~ans of a spiral, and of t he square column with lattice 
bars conneeting i he a ngles at the corners, the safe 
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"}"orking stress may be derived from the formula already 
'given, thus:- , 

Safe stress =~ A+ _sa . ' C(}iJ ) 
A .ec 

E. 
The value~ of 0, and 'vf P;c must be chosen for the 

particular kind of concret e u!,ed, and the quantity of the 
material used in tbe lattice bars or hoops. If the effect 
of the lattice. bars or , spiral is to in-crease the strength 
'of ,the C',mcre~e to 4000 pounds per sq. in. and the ratio 
of tDe co-efficienls of the concrete and steel is 15; then 
dividing the safe working stress by V, and the areas of 
t he concret e and steel reinforcement by A and a re
spectively, we have:-

, V= 8~ (a+15a) 
I zi a similar manner the working stress may be ob

tained f,)l' 'othe'r qualitles of conerete. 




